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Three major sampling errors that most affect 
the accuracy of pathology and cytology tests
検査と細胞診検査の抱える問題
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Examples of cell images caused by the three major 
sampling errors (inadequate specimens)
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Reduction of three major sampling errors by LBC method

■Collect most of the cells in the syringe

■Hemolysis of blood by MR cell preservation solution

■Prevention of cell degeneration by liquid base sample collection 

Conventional method→LBC method
＊ＬＢＣ（Liquid Base Cytology)
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Simple ROSE procedure→Observation of unstained cells in 
the specimen container (about 1 minute)

■specimen container with View Cap■identification funnel■MR Cell preservation solution
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Expected benefits of implementing 
MOBILE ROSE
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Propose shared problem-solving
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How to use Mobile Rose
Preparation



ご清聴Thank you very much for your attention.
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Commit to Diagnosis
MOBILE ROSE

Give&Give
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